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PROGRAM SUBMISSION FORM
MCR operates under an approved license from Rattler Publishing and Gemini website design and hosting
services. For the expressed purpose of gathering people of colour on a single communication platform to seek
long term sustainable solutions for issues we as a people face on a daily bases.
By becoming a MCR host you agree to uphold the by us for only us philosophy of Rattler Publishing, The
Gemini. You agree the sponsors of your program(s) are minority owned and operated businesses only. You also
agree the focus and subject matter of the program(s) you bring to the MCR platform will not be, religious based,
and that you will not use the MCR platform for recruitment purposes of any religious ideology(s), and that your
programs will uplift melanated people and seek to find and or inspire long term, logical, sustainable solutions
that will lead to the improvement of, our economic standing, health, welfare, relationship, including sex and
sexuality, and that your program will also help recognized and preserve our unique cultural aspect as the original
people (the children of the sun) and it will inspire positive changes that will aid in rebuilding our images, our
awareness of our enemies, and our importance throughout the diaspora, uplift our humanity, rebuild our
communities and will not further disenfranchise or marginalize any group of melanated people. Rattler
Publishing do not pay compensation for your broadcasting on the MCR Network, but gives you opprotunity to
build your own financial compensations
By checking this box ____ you agree to the terms of this agreement.
Select
Your Name: ___________________________________ Aplying for:___________
Select
Please indicate the desired station: _______________

Program Name: __________________________________________
30mins
Length of Program: _________

Host of Program: yes: ____ no: ____

Co-Host: (if applicable) yes: ____

Will you submissions be a live broadcast: yes: ____ no: ____ Both Live and Pre-recorded: ___
Please indicate the system you'll be using: Windows: ___ Apple: ____ Linux: ___ Other:___
If you chose other please indicate your operating system here:
*Note: if program is prerecorded the files must be submitted to MCR in mp3 or wav formats and must arrive within two days before
scheduled broadcast times. Programs are to be recorded in 10 to 12 min segments with noticeable dead space for editing purposes. If
program is a complete 30mins or 1hr with no spaces it is your responsibility to deliver the complete file through dropbox or some other
delivery services that handles large audio files. If the file is corrupt or contain viruses the file will be destroyed.

Subject matter of the program:

Other related topics to this program submission: yes: ____ no: ____ (if yes please list the related topics below)

What is the frequency rate of this program?
Weekly: ____ Twice Weekly: ____ Bi-Monthly: ____ Monthly: ____
Perfered Day of Broadcast: Monday: ____ Tuesday: ____ Wednesday: ____ Thursday: ____ Friday: ____
Saturday: ____ Sunday: ____
Perfered time of live broadcast or pre-recorded broadcast.
Mornings: ____
9 am to10 am: ____ 10 an to 11am: ____ 11:00 am to Mid-day: ____
Mid-day: ____

12:00: to 1:00 pm: ____

Afternoon: ____ 1:00 pm: to 2:00 pm ____
Or later:____ 3pm to 4pm: ____ 4pm to 5pm: ____ 5pm to 6 pm: ____ 6pm to 7pm: ____ 7pm to 8pm:____
8pm to 9pm: ____ 9pm to 10pm: ____ 10pm to 11pm: ____ 11pm to 12 am: ____
*Please note: MCR-US and MCR-Trinidad is not scheduled for live or prerecorded broadcasting between the hours of midnight and
9am. Rattler Publishing reserves to right to change, reschedule programming or cancel program and this agreement at its discretion. By
completing this form and submitting it to MCRAdmin, you agree to the terms and conditions of this agreement between you the host and
Rattler Publishing.

Does this program have a pre-existing sponsor: yes ____ no ____ (if no you understand and are fully aware it
is your responsibility to obtain sponsorship for this and other programs if you desire.
By checking this box: ____ you agree to the terms and conditions of this agreement.
Date of submission: __________

Select Station
Preferred Station: _________________

Email address: _________________________
*Please note: If the email address on the return is flaged as undeliverable, consider it a rejection and another form must be completed
and submitted. We will contact you as soon as we have reviewed the form. Thank you for your interest in Melanated Community Radio
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